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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

Feedback System Control in Combinatorial Nanodiamond-based Drugs  
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by 

 

Kai-Yu Chen 

Master of Science in Bioengineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2015 

Professor Dean Ho, Chair 

	  
	  
Combinatorial drugs have been used for decades to improve therapeutic efficacy in cancer 

treatments through drug synergistic mediation. Although they are believed to have good 

efficiency in killing cancer cells by simultaneously suppress multi-drug resistances through 

targeting different cellular mechanisms, its remedial effects is still limited when considering 

heterogeneity of cancer cells. Recently, nanosystem-based agents have become new drug 

delivery systems to improve therapeutic efficiency as well as safeness. However, it is still 

difficult to optimize desired therapeutic combinations and fails to enhance drug efficacy 

efficiently. Thus, feedback system control (FSC) platform has been introduced to circumvent 

limitations in optimizing drug combinations for either unmodified or nanotechnology driven 

therapeutics. The FSC platform provides an algorithm that integrally and swiftly produces an 

ideal combination consisting of three nanodiamond-modified anticancer drugs: doxorubicin, 
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mitoxantrone, bleomycin and one unmodified anticancer drug- paclitaxel. Particularly, the 

therapeutic windows obtained from the FSC-based nanodiamond-drug combinations were 

significantly higher than the ones in optimized unmodified drug combinations, single 

nanodiamond and unmodified drug administration, and randomly sampled nanodiamond-drug 

combination treatment. Moreover, the FSC methodology intrinsically considers cancer cell 

heterogeneity and sophisticated intracellular mechanisms. This approach can be potentially 

applied in optimizing multi-therapeutic systems clinically, expressing a favorable candidate in 

personalized medication development in the future.    
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Drug Resistance caused Limitation in Cancer Therapy  

	  
Single-drug chemotherapy targeting specific intracellular signaling pathway that stimulates 

cancer development have shown to be effective in several cases of tumors in many previous 

researches. Even though their continuous improvement in inhibition of cell proliferation, 

glycolysis, angiogenesis, and other key biomarker in tumors, challenges in patient toxicity, drug 

resistance, and therapeutic efficacy remain to be solved1. The resistance of tumor cells results 

from inherent properties of the complex intracellular mechanisms. Some studies have shown that 

such complex networks contribute to the dynamics and variations of tumor cells. Inherent and 

acquired multiple-drug resistance is one of the results from complex cellular networks 

characterized by alternative pathways, robustness, and compensatory ability. These interwinded 

networks enable tumor cells detect and efflux chemotherapeutic agents as well as immediately 

evolve against drug toxicity. These scenarios often result in limited remedial effects 2-4. Many 

patients face tragic recurrence at last. Thereby, to solve these problems, it is crucial to 

simultaneously address several remedies in cancerous cellular networks with an agent or system.   

 

1.2 Doxorubicin, Bleomycin, Mitoxantrone, and Paclitaxel in Cancer Treatment 

	  
Doxorubicin is an anticancer drug commonly used in chemotherapy and belongs to the 

anthracycline-related compound. DNA replication requires relaxation of supercoils by 

topoisomerase Ⅱ during the DNA transcription process. Doxorubicin intercalates into DNA helix 

and inhibits the activity of the topoisomerase Ⅱ by stabilizing the complex. This process further 

prevents the DNA double helix from being resealed and thereby terminating the replication 
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procedures 5,6. Doxorubicin is also often used in combination chemotherapy regimen7,8. However, 

its component of anthracycline leads to cardiotoxicity, which is a major limitation in clinical 

applications. Formation of free oxygen radicals, disruption of the mitochondrial metabolism and 

overloading of intracellular calcium are considered as the pathological mechanisms. In other 

words, the main downside of doxorubicin used in cancer chemotherapy is being toxic and causes 

cardiomyopathy, hence induced congestive heart failure9.   

 

Bleomycin is also one of the drugs that typically used in cancer chemotherapy. The actual 

mechanism of bleomycin interaction of DNA is yet to be solved. Some researchers suggested 

that bleomycin induces the breakage of DNA strands by its bithiazole structure and by 

pyrimidine- and imidazole-structurally binding to ions or oxygen. This process forms an oxidant 

and leads to strand scissions, thus stops DNA replications. However, such process may cause 

interstitial pneumonia followed by pulmonary fibrosis and impair lung functions10.  

 

Mitoxantrone is also an anthracenedione agent and is often used in treating many types of cancer, 

including metastatic breast cancer and myeloid leukemia. Mitoxantrone is structurally related to 

doxorubicin. It also intercalates into DNA strands and inhibits topoisomerase Ⅱ, thereby ceases 

DNA repair- and DNA synthesis systems. It has been associated with the progress of left 

ventricular impairment. Cumulative mitoxantrone dosage is deemed as an indication of a higher 

risk of damage in cardiac cells. Yet, some studies have shown that mitoxantrone is well tolerated 

and provides remarkable therapeutic efficiency and less toxic than the current single drugs. 

These properties makes it become one of the component in the combination regimens to treat 

breast cancer and other types of cancer11,12. 
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Paclitaxel serves as the taxane family of anticancer drugs. Unlike anticancer drugs mentioned 

previously, which disturb proliferation of cancer cells by breakage of DNA strands or interfering 

replication process, paclitaxel malfunctions microtubules. Microtubules are regarded as bones of 

cells and will be rearranged during cell division. However, these microtubules will be very stable 

and lose their functions in the presence of paclitaxel. Paclitaxel promotes the polymerization of 

tubulin and interferes with the interphase process of mitosis. This abnormal cellular process 

disrupts cell division and eventually leads to apoptosis. In addition, Paclitaxel is increasingly 

used in combination therapies with doxorubicin in advanced breast cancer and ovarian cancer 13. 

 

 

1.3 Combinatorial Drugs Therapy in Cancers 

	  
In order to overcome the challenges faced by drug resistance, combinatorial drugs have been 

introduced. Combinatorial therapy has been regarded as a major advance in current clinical 

cancer treatment. Combinatorial therapy is an agent that consists of various drugs with different 

anti-cancer mechanisms operating simultaneously in combating heterogeneity and dynamics of 

tumors. Such therapeutic agents may enhance adjustment in the cellular systemic network, 

reduce the probability of recurrence and demonstrate higher selectivity against cancer cells over 

healthy cells 14-16. Combinatorial chemotherapeutic agents have been adopted as a common 

standard of care against many types of cancer, such as melanoma, colon rectal, and pancreatic 

cancers17-19. They have proven to be more efficient than sequential single drug treatment at 

preventing drug resistance 20. However, traditional combination therapies are often additively or 

scaling- determined in preclinical tests. Moreover, maximum tolerated dose (MTD) was adopted 

by the previous combinatorial drug regimens, which was believed to be efficient in killing cancer 
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cells. Yet some studies have proven that using MTD cannot always guarantee highly therapeutic 

efficacy21. Although combinatorial therapeutic treatments seem promising in clinical applications, 

they are difficult to optimize dosages in combination therapies when considering the 

heterogeneity of patients and types of tumors. 

 

Traditional methods to improve the therapeutic effects of combinatorial drugs have relied upon 

linear additive synergism and antagonism. Currently scientists have found non-linearity 

strategies in examining interaction between drugs22-24. However, these strategies have yet to 

utilize successfully a systemic platform that can develop the connection between input signal and 

output response at the same time. To solve this limitation, the feedback system control (FSC) 

platform has been introduced to optimize combinatorial drug design. This FSC platform has the 

ability to generate a drug-dose response quadratic surface without repeatedly feedback search 

and screen25. It also creates a therapeutic window surface rapidly based on experimental results 

and promptly identifies the optimal drug combinations that provide greater safety and efficacy.   

 

 
1.4 Nanodiamond Drugs and the Feedback System Control 

	  
In addition to manipulating drug combinations for cancer therapy, modifying the drug itself 

could be another strategy to improve therapeutic efficiency and lower drug toxicity. Currently, 

many researches have pointed out that drugs carried by nanoparticles, such as micelles, 

polymersomes, and nanodiamonds (NDs), may significantly reduce drug toxicity as well as drug 

resistance, therefore increase drug circulatory half-time and permeability in tumors26-28. As a 

result, combining multiple drugs onto the surface of nanoparticles may further dramatically boost 
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therapeutic effects in cancer treatments. In this thesis, NDs were applied as a drug delivery agent 

due to their unique characteristics in electronics, chemistry, and biology in comparison with 

other nanomedicine systems. NDs can also be harnessed to bind to extensive kinds of tiny 

compounds and form ND-drugs. These tiny compounds could be well distributed on the surface 

of the NDs owing to their exclusive facet-based electrostatic natures. Drugs adhered to the 

surface of NDs can be release without chemical modification. In addition, NDs are 

biocompatible and are well tolerated in cells, thus they have sustained intracellular retention time. 

Given these advantages, ND-drugs can be characterized by enhanced therapeutic efficacy and 

diminished cellular toxicity29-32. It should be noted that ND-drugs have remarkably increased the 

remedial safety and efficiency of the cancerous therapeutics in many preclinical studies. 

 

With the outstanding performance in the FSC platform and the unique natures that NDs possess, 

it is reasonable to believe that an association of such a platform with combinatorial ND-drugs 

could be regarded as a promising solution in chemotherapy (Figure 1). The combinatorial drug 

composed ND-doxorubicin (ND-DOX), ND-bleomycin (ND-BLEO), ND-mitoxantrone 

(ND-MTX), and paclitaxel (PAC). The use of the FSC methodology in optimizing the 

combination of ND-drugs can be achieved in three steps (Figure 2). The first step focused on 

determining the concentrations of the four drugs. Latin hypercube sampling was used to cover a 

broad range of dosage domain and to create various drug combinations, which thereby built a 

response surface. In the second step, the therapeutic window surface was built by experimental 

screening of the cellular viability. The safety and efficiency of these drug combinations created 

by Latin hypercube sampling were estimated by conducting the viability assays in three control 

cell lines (MCF10A, H9C2, and IMR-90) and in three breast cancer cell lines (MDA-MB-231, 
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BT20, MCF7) with distinct resistance to anticancer drugs. In the final step, regression analysis 

was used to verify the availability of the model built by the FSC platform followed by utilizing 

the differential evolution approach to derive global optimization in the concentrations of the 

combinatorial drug regimen. 

 

Based on the study, the therapeutic efficacy of the FSC-optimized drug combinations were 

exceeded the one in both ND-modified and unmodified single drug administration, combinatorial 

unmodified drugs, and randomly formulated drug combinations. Instead of considering all of the 

complex cellular signaling pathways for the complicated modeling prediction and the theoretical 

assumption, the incorporation of the FSC platform with NDs wisely reconciled cellular 

phenotypic response to therapeutic uncertainty by experimental validation. Therefore, the FSC 

platform serves as an effective and efficient method toward combinatorial drug development in 

treatments of cancers and other diseases.   
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Cell Culture 

	  
The three breast cancer cell lines were: (1) MDA-MB-231, human breast adenocarcinoma cells; 

(2) MCF7, human breast carcinoma cells; (3) BT20, human breast carcinoma cells. The three 

control cell lines were: (4) MCF10A, human breast epithelial cells;  (5) IMR-90, human lung 

fibroblast cells, (6) H9C2 (rat myocardium myoblast cells. They were obtained from American 

Type Culture Collection (ATCC). The MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in a high glucose 

RPMI-1640 medium containing HEPES and l-glutamine (ATCC), added with 10 % FBS 

(GEMINI). The H9C2 cells, IMR-90 cells, BT20 cells, and MCF7 cells were cultured in 

DMEM containing 4.5 g/l D-glucose and l-glutamine, included 10% FBS. The MCF10A cells 

were maintained in a DMEM/F12 medium containing 15mM HEPES and l-glutamine 

supplemented with 5% horse serum (GIBCO), along with, 0.1% epithelial growth factor, 0.1% 

hydrocortisone, and 0.1% insulin from MEGM SingleQuot Kit (ATCC). When 70-80% 

confluence was reached, subculturing was performed at a ratio of 1:4. A solution of 0.25% of the 

Trypsin-EDTA (GIBCO) was applied to the MCF10A, human epithelial breast cell line, while 

0.05% Trypsin-EDTA (GIBCO) was applied to the other five cell lines to detach the cells from 

the cell flask.   

 
 
2.2 Cell Plating  

	  
All cell lines were detached using trypsin-EDTA. After centrifuging at a speed of 1000 rpm for 

five minutes, cell pellets were pipetted gently and cells were counted using a hemocytometer 

(HAUSSER SCIENTIFIC). A Biomek FXp robot (Beckman Coulter) was used to seed the cells 
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onto 96-well plates with a density of 10000 cells per 75 𝜇𝑙. The outer rows and columns of each 

96-well plate were excluded because those wells tend to have higher evaporation rates. These 

wells can cause a large standard deviation in the experimental results.  

	  
	  
2.3 Single-Drug Testing  

	  
The unmodified and ND-modified doxorubicin, mitoxantrone, bleomycin, and unmodified 

paclitaxel were applied onto a 96-well plate through serial dilution after cell plating. The drugs 

were loaded into corresponding wells with the Biomek FXp robot in triplicate version.   

 
 
2.4 Combinatorial-Drug Testing  

	  
After serial dilution, these drugs were applied onto a 48-well plate. The initial concentration of 

each drug was determined based on the individual result of single-drug testing. Latin hypercube 

sampling was used to determine drug combinations and these drug solutions were plated onto a 

96-well plate. They were transferred onto the corresponding wells on a 96-well cell plate. Cells 

with applied drug solutions were incubated at 37°C for 72 hours.  

	  
	  
2.5 Cell Viability Assays  

	  
Cell viability was tested after 72 hours of incubation in the drug solution; 0.5 mM resazurin 

(Sigma) was applied to the 96-well cell plates. After incubation of 3 hours at 37°C and 5% CO2, 

cell viability was then obtained from fluorescent readings at 560 nm/590 nm. 

 

The viability function is composed of two variables – a disease-causing mechanism, d, and the 
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drug concentration, c. The viability function in a diseased profile under the drug treatment can be 

expressed as V(d,c), while the diseased biological system before the treatment is written as 

V(s,0). Recalled the mathematical Taylor expansion, the higher order term can be neglected 

since their values are much smaller than the first and second order term33,34. Therefore, the 

therapeutic efficacy of the combinatorial drug can be represented by 

 

V(d,c) − V(d,0) ≈ 𝑎! kck + 𝑏! ici
2 + 𝐷!! mncmcn 

 

The third term on the right side of the equation represents the interaction between the drugs. 

When these drugs demonstrate synergistic interaction, it can be expressed as 𝐷!! mncmcn > 0, 

whereas the term would become negative if there are antagonistic effects. Although the functions 

of a diseased profile after the treatment V(d,c) and before the treatment V(d,0), were unknown, 

the therapeutic efficacy could be studied. It should be noted that the exact complex biological 

mechanism does not need to be investigated with this equation. The coefficients of this algebra 

series were derived from tests in different concentration combinations.  

	  
	  
2.6 Synthesis of the Nanodiamond Drugs  

	  
Doxorubicin hydrochloride, mitoxantrone dihydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich), bleomycin sulfate 

(Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI, USA), and NDs (Nagano, Japan) are used to synthesize 

ND-drugs. First, each drug was mixed with deionized sterilized water at a concentration of 

5mg/ml. Doxorubicin and mitoxantrone were mixed with autoclaved NDs at a ratio of 5:1 (w/w), 

with bleomycin of 5:2 (w/w). 2.5 mM NaOH was then added to ionize drugs and incubated for 

96 hours at room temperature (RT), enabled them attach to the surface of NDs. The ND-drug. 
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The final ND-drug solutions with concentrations of 5 mg/ml were made by resuspending them 

with deionized water after being centrifuged down and washed with deionized water until 

transparent.  

 
 
2.7 Characterization of the Nanodiamond Drugs 

	  
To determine loading efficiency, unbound drugs in the supernatant were analyzed. The 

supernatant containing free doxorubicin, mitoxantrone, and bleomycin were measured at an 

absorbance of 550, 590, and 290 nm. The concentration of drugs coupled on the surface of the 

nanodiamond was determined by a standard curve derived from the absorbance of serial dilutions 

of the drug, ranging from 0 to 200 µg/ml.  

 

To assure the presence of drugs on the surface of the NDs, 2 mg of ND, drugs, and ND-drugs 

were mixed with 100 mg of potassium bromide using mortar and pestle. These samples were 

pelletized to make a thin disc for FTIR spectroscopy analysis with a resolution of 1 cm-1 and 64 

scan accumulations. A Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instrument, UK) was used to measure the 

size and zeta potential of nanodiamonds and ND-drugs. Sizes of ND-drugs were measured at a 

173° backscattering angle with three runs at 25°C. The zeta potential was obtained at 25°C in 

water by clear zeta cells (DTS-1060C). The hydrodynamic diameter was also obtained from the 

z-average values from the three runs.           

 
 
2.8 Sampling of Drug Dosage and Drug Combination Optimization  

	  
Latin hypercube was processed in the sample space Ω, where the input Y ∈ ΩY; with the 
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sample be Yij, i = 1,..., M and j = 1,..., N. M represents the number of strata, whereas N 

represents the number of drug categories. The range of Yj was divided into M strata, and a 

component from each stratum was determined. Prior to Latin hypercube sampling, the dosage 

range of each unmodified and ND-modified doxorubicin, mitoxantrone, bleomycin, and 

unmodified paclitaxel anticancer drug were decided based on the result of single-drug testing. 

The range was decided from the concentration of zero fatal effects to the concentration of 

maximum fatal effects for cancer cell lines. The concentration of the drug was determined 

according to the cell viability measurements. The log concentration was then applied in each 

drug and divided into seven strata within the drug dosage range followed by Latin hypercube 

sampling.  

 

To maximize combinatorial drug therapeutic efficacy in fighting against cancer cells while 

minimizing drug toxicity in control cells, that is, to maximize the value of the therapeutic 

window - the difference between viability in the control cell line and the cancer cell line. The 

differential evolution approach was used to identify the optimal drug combinations on the 

therapeutic response surface generated from the central composite design.  

 
 

2.9 Verification and Prediction by Statistical Analysis 

	  
The FSC-optimized ND-drug combinations were compared with the group of the modified and 

unmodified single drug administration, unmodified drug combinations, and randomly sampled 

modified ND-drug combinations with a student t-test statistical analysis. A p-value of less than 

0.05 represents a statistical significance. Pearson correlation analysis was conducted to see the 
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correlations between the FSC-predicted values and experimental values. A t-test is held based on 

the hypothesis that the experimental therapeutic window was derived from a normal distribution 

with a predicted mean and an unknown variance was investigated for the response surface 

construction.  
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3. Results 

	  
3.1 The Cellular Response Surface and the Optimal Therapeutic Windows of the FSC-based 

ND-Drug Combinations   

	  
Feedback system control is believed to accurately and rapidly predicts the optimal therapeutic 

window in optimal ND-drug combinations. The formation of a therapeutic window was created 

based on the cellular response surface from the application of a set of four drugs on six cell lines.	  

To determine the range of each drug in each cell line, a dose-response curve was created in the 

set of four drugs by conducting a nine-stage, 2.5 serial dilution in the six cell lines. The range of 

each drug concentration in each cell line lies between the maximum lethal concentration and the 

zero lethal concentration (cell viability >95%). The final concentration range for each drug had 

to cover the concentration ranges of all the cell lines and was divided into seven dilution stages 

with specific folds. In the FSC-optimized ND-drug combination, the maximum concentration of 

ND-DOX, ND-BLEO, ND-MTX, and PAC was 9.0×10-5 M, 2.0×10-6 M, 1.3×10-4 M, and 2.0×

10-5 M, coupled with a fold of 4.5, 4.47, 6.18, and 6.8, respectively (Table 1).  

 

A	  total	  of	  57	  drug	  combinations	  that	  consisted	  of	  different	  four	  drug	  concentrations	  (shown	  

by	  different	   stages)	  were	  derived	   from	  Latin	  hypercube	   sampling	   (Table	  2).	  To show this 

five-dimensional response surfaces in three dimensions, two of the drug concentrations were 

fixed at optimal dosage as constants. The cellular response surface was plotted according to the 

trend of the concentration of the other two drugs on the cell viability (Figure 3 A,B,D,E,G,H). A 

response surface of therapeutic window was built upon the difference of cell viability from one 

type of cancer cell line and one type of control cell line in the two varying concentrations of the 
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drug, holding the other two concentrations of the drug constant (Figure 3 C, F, I).  

      

The goal of the feedback system control is to derive a drug combination that maximizes a 

therapeutic window value. Differential evolution approach was used to achieve the global 

optimal dosage from the therapeutic windows graphs. This dosage eliminated the maximum 

numbers of cancer cells while maintaining the maximum numbers of control cells to maximize 

the value of the therapeutic windows. In the case of MCF10A and MDA-MB-231 cell lines 

(Figure 3C), the experimental optimal therapeutic window was 51.50±3.51%, with a blue 

pyramid represents the experimental mean and the height of the pyramid represents the 

experimental standard error. The optimal dosages in the ND-drug combinations were 9.88×10-7 

M, 2.10×10-5 M, 1.12×10-9 M, 2.02×10-10 M in ND-DOX, ND-MTX, ND-BLEO, and PAC, 

accordingly. The optimal therapeutic window value predicted by the FSC platform was 47.01% 

given the same dosages. A t-test was done to verify the significant difference between the 

predicted values and the experimental results. The null hypothesis would not be rejected if a 

p-value was greater than 0.05. That is, the predicted values match to the experimental results. In 

this case, the p-value was 0.35, indicating that there was no significant difference between the 

predicted optimal therapeutic window values generated by the FSC platform and the 

experimental one.  

                   

In the group of the H9C2 and MDA-MB-231 cell lines (Figure 3F), the experimental optimal 

therapeutic window was 21.46±4.0%. The optimal dosages in ND-drug combination were 

4.88×10-8 M, 2.34×10-9 M, 2.0×10-6 M, and 2.0×10-5 M in ND-DOX, ND-MTX, ND-BLEO, and 

PAC. The optimal therapeutic window value predicted by the FSC platform at the same 
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concentrations was 20.71%. The p-value was 0.78, suggesting that there was a significant 

statistical connection between the FSC-predicted optimal value and the experimental optimal 

value.  

                  

On the therapeutic window surface of the IMR-90 and MDA-MB-231 cell lines (Figure 3I), the 

experimental optimal therapeutic window was 15.80±6.19%. The optimal dosages for ND-drug 

combination were 1.08×10-8 M, 8.93×10-8 M, 4.47×10-7 M, 2.94×10-5 M in ND-DOX, ND-MTX, 

ND-BLEO, and PAC, respectively. The optimal therapeutic window forecast by the FSC 

methodology was 9.53% at the same drug concentrations, with a p-value of 0.48. The 

FSC-predicted value was close to the experimental therapeutic window value. 

 

 
3.2 Verification of Experimental Measurement and Model Prediction 

	  
To valuate the preciseness of the model, the FSC predictions were compared to experimental 

results through Pearson correlations (Figure 4). As a result, The Pearson correlation coefficients 

were 0.9, 0.93, 0.93, 0.93, 0.82, and 0.92 in the case of MCF10A, H9C2, IMR-90, 

MDA-MB-231, MCF7, and BT20 cell lines, respectively. The high value of the Pearson 

correlation coefficients represents high linear relationships between predicted values and 

experimental results35, indicating that the FSC can provide a precise and efficient prediction for 

the experimental optimal value. Based on the results, it is concluded the FSC platform can 

successfully and strongly select the ideal ND-drug combination as well as predict the optimal 

therapeutic windows. 
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3.3 The Therapeutic Windows of Single Drug Administration  

	  
Each single drug DOX, MTX, BLEO, ND-DOX, ND-MTX, ND-BLEO, PAC was serially 

diluted and administered to each of the six cell lines MCF10A, H9C2, IMR-90, MDA-MB-231, 

MCF7, BT20 to experimentally derive the optimal dosage and the maximum therapeutic window. 

The optimal therapeutic window of the single drug administration was 30.22±10.62% via 

ND-BLEO administration.    

 
 
3.4 The Optimal Therapeutic Windows of Unmodified-Drug Combinations 

	  
Similar to ND-drug combinations, Latin hypercube sampling was used to select 57 combinations 

from a set of four unmodified drugs: doxorubicin, mitoxantrone, bleomycin, and paclitaxel. 

These combinations were applied onto three control cell plates of the MCF10A, H9C2, IMR-90 

cell line and one cancer cell line, the MDA-MB-231. The differential evolution method was 

addressed to derive the optimal combination from the therapeutic window surface. The optimal 

therapeutic windows in the case of MCF10A−MDA-MB-231, H9C2−MDA-MB-231, and 

IMR0-90−MDA-MB-231 were 31.10±2.50%, 4.94±5.06%, and 2.20±3.66%, respectively.    

 
 
3.5 The Therapeutic Windows of Randomly Sampled ND-Drug Combinations 

	  
Again, the 57 drug combinations were randomly sampled through Latin hypercube sampling and 

applied into the six cell lines. Differently, in the group of randomly sampled ND-drug 

combinations, the therapeutic windows from each of the 57-drug combinations were averaged to 

compare the results from the optimal therapeutic windows derived from the FSC. The average 

values of these therapeutic windows are shown in Table 3. Among the nine therapeutic windows, 
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only two of the cases showed positive values, while the remaining seven cases had negative 

values. The average therapeutic windows for the pair of H9C2−BT20, H9C2−MCF7, 

H9C2−MDA-Mb-231, IMR-90−BT20, IMR-90−MCF7, IMR-90−MDA-MB-231, 

MCF10A−BT20, MCF10A−MCF7, and MCF10A−MDA-MB-231 were 0.03, -0.20, -0.02, 

0.02, -0.21, -0.04, -0.05, -0.29, -0.11. These results indicated that the randomly sampled 

ND-drug combinations barely found good therapeutic windows and thus this method could be 

limited to produce the optimal drug combinations.  

 

 
3.6 ND-drug synthesis and characterization 

	  
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra were used to confirm the coupling of 

DOX, MTX, and BLEO with NDs by comparing their peaks (Figure 9A). Peaks at 780-850, 

1560-1590, 1603-1616, and 1620-1650 cm-1 can be observed from the ND-drug and were absent 

in the NDs only. These peaks indicated the C=C-H bending vibrations, with two peaks 

representing C=C and C=O stretching vibrations. ND-drugs had broad stretching vibrations of 

C=O formed on the ND surfaces in the spectral region of 1700 to 1800 cm-1. Moreover, 

unmodified drug and ND-drugs showed similar vibrational spectra profiles and the same 

vibrations in specific bands due to certain functional groups.  

 

Dynamic light scattering was used to compare and analyze the sizes of the NDs and the 

ND-drugs (Figure 9B). All the samples were measured in the water environment and the sizes 

were represented by hydrodynamic diameters. The average size of NDs was 46.60±17 nm, 

whereas the average sizes of the ND-DOX, ND-MTX, and ND-BLEO were 120.0±0.93, 
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109.2±0.58, and 105.1±0.53 nm, indicating successfully coupling of the NDs with drugs. In 

addition, the ζ-potential of NDs was 55.8±0.37 mV, while the ζ-potentials of ND-DOX, 

ND-MTX, and ND-BLEO were shrunk to 45.3±0.51, 47.8±0.66, and 52.0±0.35 mV. It should be 

noted that good homogeneity of nanomedicine is regarded as a crucial property in drug delivery 

platform. These results demonstrated that both NDs and ND-drugs have shown a narrow 

distribution range and similar ζ-potentials, indicating of excellent homogeneity36,37.  

 

UV spectroscopy was used to acquire the quantity of drugs coupled with NDs by reading the 

absorbance of the supernatants (Figure 9C). The DOX, MTX, and BLEO were measured at 550 

nm, 590 nm, and 290 nm, respectively. As a result, the loading efficiencies of DOX, ND-MTX, 

and ND-BLEO were 876 ±2.8, 987±1.0, and 329±1.0 µg.  
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4. Discussion 

4.1 Unmodified and ND-modified drugs  

	  
Combining four different kinds of anticancer drugs was considered to be 

mechanism-compensated in increasing drug efficacy. Doxorubicin, mitoxantrone, and bleomycin 

were selected due to their immediate ability to bind to nanodiamonds. Unmodified paclitaxel was 

selected due to its role as a different therapy to complement the functional mechanism mediated 

by DOX, BLEO, and MTX. It was also chosen to demonstrate the reconcile nature of the FSC 

platform and its ability to deliver a combination of both unmodified and ND-modified drugs. In 

addition, NDs serve as an ideal drug delivery candidate for rapid ND-drug synthesis, increased 

retention time, improved drug safety, and drug tolerance in tissues.  

       
 
4.2 Control Cell Lines and Cancer Cell Lines 

	  
General chemotherapy agents may cause side effects due to their toxicity in other tissues and 

cause their limitation in cancer therapy38-40, such as lung and heart. Drug resistance is another 

well-known factor that restricts therapeutic efficiency in cancer therapy. It even varies in 

different types cancer cells of the same tissue. The common reason for acquisition of resistance 

to a broad range of anticancer drugs is the expression of APT-dependent transporters that detect 

and eject anticancer drugs from cells. Moreover, Drug resistance contributes to treatment failure 

in more than 90% of metastatic cancers. Thus, methods to overcome drug resistance and drug 

toxicity would significantly improve cancer survival rates41,42. To show that the FSC-based 

ND-combination therapy could lower the toxicity in the physiological environment and eliminate 

drug resistance, three different kinds of control cell lines and three types of breast cancer cell 
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lines with varying resistance were chosen and compared. The human breast epithelial cell, 

MCF10A, the human lung fibroblast, IMR-90, and rat myocardium, H9C2 were chosen as 

control cell lines to demonstrate the safety of the FSC-optimized ND-drug combinations in the 

preclinical stage. As for the characteristics in these cancer cell lines, MDA-MB-231 is a cancer 

cell in the breast gland and expresses both EGF and TGF-α receptors. The MDA-MB-231 shows 

a high resistance level in anticancer drugs43. Both BT20 and MCF7 are TGF-β sensitive breast 

cancer cell lines but are derived from a different part of the breast44. Based on the results from 

the FSC-optimized ND-drug combination, single drug administration, unmodified drug 

combination, and randomly sampled ND-drug combination (Figure 5, 7, 8, Table 2), it is clear 

that FSC-optimized ND-drug combination provides a safe and more efficient platform in cancer 

treatment. It generally shows better therapeutic windows over the other three strategies by being 

less toxic healthy cells from the lung, breast, and heart while showing good efficacy in 

combating different drug resistance of breast cancer cells.       

 
 
4.3 Optimization of ND-Drug Combinations by the Cellular Response and the Therapeutic 

Windows  

	  
In the case of the feedback system control, the therapeutic efficacy algebra series was regarded 

as a therapeutic window T(c), where T(c) was expressed by: 

 

T(c) = Vfsc(d,c) − Vfsc(d,0) = FSCcontrol(c) − FSCcancer(c) 

 

Where FSCcontrol(c) and FSCcancer(c) were defined as the viability of the control cell lines and the 

cancer cell lines in the FSC platform system. Due to synergism and antagonism of the interaction 
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in various concentrations and types of drugs, the therapeutic window was represented by a 

multidimensional response surface. The optimal combination of the drugs characterized by a 

maximum therapeutic window was found on this response surface. Although the value of Vfsc(d,c) 

and Vfsc(d,0) are unknown, their difference can be derived from the result of the experiments. 

That is, the therapeutic efficacy can be determined and consider varying drug resistant properties 

of cancer cells without investigating complex intracellular mechanisms and iterative 

high-throughput screenings. 

 

 
4.4 Drug Combinations from the Feedback System Control Platform Show Better Therapeutic 

Optimization than the group of Single Drug Administration  

	  
Even conjugated with nanoparticles, the therapeutic efficacy of single drugs could be suboptimal 

as a result of cancer cell’s ability in adapting to unfavorable environment quickly and finding an 

alternative mechanism to survive. The remedial efficiency of unmodified single drug could be far 

more suboptimal. Using combinatorial nanomedicines is regarded as an ideal solution to 

overcome drug resistance and improve therapeutic effects. Therefore, to prove that the 

FSC-based ND-drug combinations demonstrate better curative effects than single anticancer drug 

optimization, including unmodified doxorubicin, bleomycin, mitoxantrone, paclitaxel, ND-DOX, 

ND-BLEO, and ND-MTX. The therapeutic windows between two systems were compared. In 

the case of MCF10A – MDA-MB-231 (Figure 5), the therapeutic window derived from the 

FSC-optimized ND-drug combination was 51.50±3.51%, while the optimal therapeutic window 

generated from the optimal single drug administration was 30.22±10.62% in the use of 

ND-BLEO. As a result, the FSC-optimized ND combination exceeded the optimal single drug 
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mediation by 21.28%. In the case of IMR-90−BT20 and IMR-90−MCF7, the optimal therapeutic 

windows derived from the group of FSC-based ND-drug combinations also showed better 

performance than either the group of unmodified single drug or single ND-drug (Figure 6G, H). 

DOX, MTX, BLEO, and ND-MTX had therapeutic windows of less than 10%, barely showing a 

major therapeutic effect. Also, it should be noticed that the main effector anticancer drug in the 

FSC-optimized ND-drug combination was ND-MTX instead of ND-BLEO (Figure 5). Thereby it 

showed that the ND-drug combinations could change the main effector drug and thus varying 

medicating effects from the single drugs. This phenomenon may result from the interactions 

between anticancer drugs and may contribute to a different drug efficacy in multi-drug 

treatments45-77. However, in the case of MCF10A−BT20, MCF10A−MCF7, 

H9C2−MDA-MB-231, H9C2−BT20, H9C2−MCF7, IMR-90−MDA-MB-231, the FSC-based 

ND-drug combinations failed to better perform in either the group of unmodified or 

ND-modified single anticancer drugs in maximizing the therapeutic windows (Figure 6). Failure 

to significantly increase efficiency in eliminating cancer cells while keeping the control cells 

alive may be due to an antagonistic interaction between drugs in the ND-drug combinations in 

particular intracellular environments 48,49. 

 
 
4.5 Drug Combinations from the Feedback System Control Platform Shows Better 

Therapeutic Optimization than the group of FSC-based Unmodified Drug Combinations  

	  
Therapeutic agents that composed several anticancer drugs targeting to different pathways in 

tumor cells are widely use in chemotherapy, yet their remedial effects are still limited due to side 

effects and drug resistance. The advantages of the FSC-based ND-drug system lies in its rapid 

and accurate prediction from phenotypically response and produce optimal drug combinations 
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according to types of diseased organisms as well as enhance drug efficacy. To show that our 

FSC-based ND-drug system can better therapeutic effects than the unmodified drug 

combinations, a comparative study between the FSC-based ND-drug combinations and 

FSC-based unmodified-drug combinations was conducted. The null hypothesis was that the 

difference between the two therapeutic windows was normally distributed, with mean as zero 

and unknown variance. A paired sample t-test was conducted to compare two population mean. 

If a p-value is smaller than 0.05, the null hypothesis will be rejected, the difference of the mean 

is not equals to zero, indicating that there is significant difference between the therapeutic 

windows derived from the two groups. In the pair of MCF10A−MDA-MB-231, the therapeutic 

windows of the optimal ND-drug combination and unmodified-drug combination were 51.50 

±3.51% and 31.10 ±2.50%, respectively. Therefore, even derived from the FSC platform, the 

optimal unmodified-drug combinations was lower than the optimal FSC ND-drug combinations 

in the therapeutic window by 20.40%, with a p-value of 0.0146 (Figure 7A). In the group of 

H9C2−MDA-MB-231, the optimal therapeutic window of the FSC ND-drug combinations was 

21.46±4.00%, while the optimal one from the FSC-based unmodified-drug combinations was 

4.94±5.06%. Therefore, the optimal FSC ND-drug combinations outperformed the optimal FSC 

unmodified combinations in the therapeutic window by 16.52%, with 0.0012 as a p-value (Figure 

7B). In the pair of IMR-90−MDA-MB-231, the therapeutic windows for the optimal FSC-based 

ND-drug combination and FSC-based unmodified-drug combination were 15.80±6.19% and 

2.20±3.66%, respectively. Based on this experimental outcome, given the same feedback system 

control platform, the optimal ND-drug combination outperformed the optimal unmodified-drug 

combination by 13.6%, with a p-value of 0.0301 (Figure 7C).  
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In addition, from the comparisons between the optimal FSC-based ND-drug combination and the 

optimal FSC-based unmodified-drug combination in the three cases mentioned above, it is clear 

that the FSC-derived ND-drug combinations incorporated different drug dosages toward the 

mediating of improved therapeutic windows. Therefore, with the advantages of the ND-drugs, 

which have shown the ability to overcome the issues in drug resistance and increase retention 

time in tumors, it is reasonable to assume that the FSC-based ND-drug combination serves as a 

better candidate in improving therapeutic efficacy over the FSC-based unmodified-drug 

combination method.  

 

 
4.6 Drug Combinations from the Feedback System Control Platform Shows Better 

Therapeutic Optimization than the group of Randomly Sampled ND-Drug Combinations  

	  
Although the ND-drug combination has advantages in lowering cellular toxicity, enhancing 

intra-tumor retention time, and improving therapeutic efficacy, the ratio of each drug in drug 

combinations also plays an important role in drug efficacy. The ideal combinatorial therapeutic 

effects may require specific ratio of each curative agents. The randomized ratio of drug levels 

may result in limited treatment effects50. To show that the ideal drug combinations considering 

varying diseased profiles can be achieved by the feedback system control methodology, the 

ND-drug combinations were randomly sampled and compared with the one generated from the 

FSC platform. From Table 3 and Figure 8, we can conclude that the randomized ND-drug 

combinations lead to insignificant effects in maximizing the therapeutic window. In the pair of 

H9C2−MCF7, the optimal therapeutic window generated from the FSC-optimized ND-drug 

combinations surpassed the average randomized combinations by 42.66% (p-value= 6.39×10-4, 
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Table 3). While in the pair of MCF10A−MDA-MB-231, the most extreme case, the optimal 

therapeutic window generated from FSC ND-drug combination exceeded the one in randomized 

ND-drug combination by 62.43% (p-value=9.39×10-18, Table 3). Moreover, only 22.8% of the 

randomized combination samples (two out of nine) showed the positive therapeutic windows. As 

a result, based on the assumption that a random sampling method samples the space uniformly, 

the probability of finding a ND-drug or unmodified drug combination with a positive therapeutic 

window is difficult. Thus, the inherent FSC platform is preferable in converging toward a global 

optimal combination and provides a better strategy in combating cancers.   

 
 
4.7 The Robustness and the Application of ND-Drug Combinations through the Feedback 

System Control Optimization  

	  
Based on the previous studies and the experimental results of this study, it is clear that with the 

mediation of NDs, the safety and therapeutic efficacy can be greatly improved compared to 

unmodified single drug medication, which serves as a clinical standard of treatment for several 

cancers. On the other hand, the traditional way to obtain the optimal drug combinations is by 

using high-throughput screening. The ideal combinations of the chemotherapeutic agents are 

determined through repeatedly testing and validation. This method turns out to be insufficient 

because the possible number of drug combinations increases exponentially with each increase in 

the number of new drugs and its application in clinical treatment is highly challenging. The FSC 

platform, instead, has demonstrated a unique advantage in optimizing drug combinations by 

producing the complete response surface with few numbers of experiments and rapidly produces 

optimal drug combinations. It does not require complex cellular signaling pathways and 

theoretical assumptions for model prediction. For the current clinical stage, either unmodified 
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single drug administration or drug combinations serve as a standard treatment in chemotherapy. 

It is well known that drug resistance and drug toxicity lead to limited therapeutic efficacy and 

remain a major challenge in cancer therapeutic improvement. Therefore, with the association of 

ND-drugs and the FSC platform, such strategy can be very promising in improving therapeutic 

effects against cancers. ND-drugs serve as mediators that could highly reduce drug toxicity and 

drug resistance, and increases drug safety as well as therapeutic efficacy. Also, it is able to 

construct a response graph to specifically point out the optimal drug combinations with 

optimized curative effects and safeness. The FSC-based ND-drug platform systemically 

addresses the issue in drug resistance. The cancer cell lines used in this study were shown to 

have different drug resistances. The combinations of the drugs in the FSC platform could be 

removed or replaced by new candidates according to types of cancers. The FSC platform can 

also be feasible to an extensive range of other drugs or chemical compounds. The FSC platform 

can swiftly converge to the global optimal dosages and combinations accounting for varying 

drug resistance, therefore showing the ability to respond against tumor cells’ dynamics against 

drugs. In addition to in vitro studies, a curative way that composed the FSC platform with 

nanomedicine combinations is believed as a novel and an efficient way in combating cancers.  

 

4.8 Limitations and Future Directions  

	  

Based on the direct phenotypic response from the input stimuli, the feedback system control 

methodology has showed a strong and efficient ability in optimizing drug combinations for 

desire cellular activities. It can be widely adapted to various kinds of therapeutic agents and 

utilized in other biological applications51,52. Yet, its efficacy has been only achieved in in intro 
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and preclinical stage, which only consider at the individual level that often used as experimental 

models instead of studying complicated physiological environment in human beings. In the clinic, 

deriving preferable phenotypic response, which is highly to be conducted at the level of tissues, 

organs, or functional systems, seems to be much more complex and challenging. A time period 

of acquiring phenotypic response might be longer compared to in vitro studies. However, to 

circumvent such uncertainties and difficulties faced in developing a mature feedback system 

control platform that can be used clinically, more algorithms of sampling and optimization 

beyond cellular level as well as other organism models should be further tested and studied.      
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5. Conclusions 

	  
In summary, traditional single drug and combinatorial drug therapies have faced great obstacles 

in cancer treatment due to drug resistance and safety issues. To solve these problems, a method 

that associates the FSC platform with ND-drugs has been introduced. FSC can rapidly construct 

a response surface according to the experimental data. It produces the global optimal dosages 

and combinations within a small number of experiments without iterative screening. ND-drugs 

can greatly lower the resistance and toxicity of the drug, and thereby improve drug efficacy as 

well as safety. The FSC-optimized ND-drug combinations show better therapeutic effects than 

ones in the single drug administration, unmodified drug combinations and randomly sampled 

ND-drug combinations. This approach provides a robust and flexible system design in drug 

combinations efficiently. Although there are still researches to be done to prove its feasibility in 

clinical use, it shows great potential in becoming a new strategy to fight cancers and is highly 

applicable in realizing personalized medication in the future.     
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Table 1. Maximum concentration of ND-drugs in the combinations and folds of seven serial 

dilution stages. The maximum concentration was determined based on the cellular viability 

(n=3). The concentration range of each drug was sectioned into seven dilution stages with the 

different fold. It was 4.5 folds for ND-DOX, 4.47 folds for ND-BLEO, 6.18 folds for ND-MTX, 

and 6.8 folds for paclitaxel.   

 
  

Table S1. Maximum concentration of ND drugs in ND combination and fold of 

serial dilution. 
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	   [level]	   	   	   	  
#	   ND+Dox	   ND+Bleo	   ND+MTX	   paclitaxel	  
1	   3	   1	   4	   1	  
2	   4	   2	   5	   3	  
3	   2	   3	   5	   4	  
4	   1	   5	   5	   5	  
5	   4	   6	   3	   7	  
6	   7	   3	   5	   5	  
7	   2	   7	   3	   3	  
8	   2	   1	   6	   7	  
9	   2	   5	   1	   6	  
10	   2	   4	   6	   4	  
11	   5	   7	   2	   5	  
12	   4	   6	   5	   4	  
13	   4	   2	   3	   7	  
14	   5	   3	   4	   3	  
15	   6	   2	   2	   6	  
16	   2	   3	   3	   6	  
17	   3	   3	   5	   3	  
18	   1	   3	   7	   5	  
19	   2	   6	   6	   7	  
20	   1	   4	   4	   6	  
21	   2	   5	   7	   2	  
22	   6	   4	   4	   1	  
23	   6	   5	   5	   4	  
24	   4	   2	   6	   1	  
25	   6	   5	   2	   2	  
26	   3	   3	   1	   1	  
27	   4	   1	   6	   5	  
28	   3	   6	   3	   2	  
29	   5	   6	   5	   7	  
30	   7	   2	   7	   5	  
31	   3	   4	   2	   6	  
32	   5	   5	   2	   3	  
33	   4	   2	   4	   3	  
34	   5	   1	   4	   5	  
35	   6	   3	   4	   6	  
36	   3	   2	   4	   6	  
37	   7	   6	   2	   6	  
38	   1	   6	   3	   6	  
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39	   4	   6	   3	   4	  
40	   6	   7	   1	   4	  
41	   2	   4	   2	   2	  
42	   3	   5	   7	   4	  
43	   3	   3	   6	   5	  
44	   4	   2	   5	   2	  
45	   6	   3	   1	   3	  
46	   3	   4	   4	   3	  
47	   5	   4	   1	   4	  
48	   7	   5	   4	   4	  
49	   6	   4	   6	   3	  
50	   6	   6	   6	   1	  
51	   7	   4	   2	   3	  
52	   2	   6	   2	   2	  
53	   5	   2	   5	   5	  
54	   5	   5	   3	   5	  
55	   6	   7	   3	   2	  
56	   5	   2	   6	   2	  
57	   3	   6	   7	   2	  

	  
	  
Table 2. Latin hypercube sampling in ND-drug combinations. A total of 57 combinations 

were produced based on Latin hypercube sampling. The serial dilution range of each drug was 

divided into seven stages. Each number represents the stage number. 
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Table 3. The FSC-optimized therapeutic windows versus the average therapeutic windows.  
	  
	   	  

Table S3. Optimal therapeutic window versus average therapeutic window. (n=3) 

 Cell pairs 

H9C2-

BT20 

H9C2-

MCF-7 

H9C2-

MDA0MB-231 

IMR-90-

BT20 

IMR-90-

MCF7 

IMR-90-

MDA-MB-231 

[%] 

OPT TW 0.27 0.22 0.21 0.25 0.11 0.16 

STD 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.06 

AVG TW 0.03 -0.20 -0.02 0.02 -0.21 -0.04 

AVG STD 0.07 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.07 

concentration 

ND-DOX 9.88E-07 4.88E-08 4.88E-08 2.19E-07 9.88E-07 1.08E-08 

ND-BLEO 1.12E-09 2.00E-06 2.00E-06 2.24E-08 1.12E-09 4.47E-07 

ND-MTX 3.41E-06 8.93E-08 2.34E-09 1.45E-08 5.52E-07 8.93E-08 

PAC 9.35E-09 9.35E-09 2.00E-05 2.94E-06 9.35E-09 2.94E-06 

 p-value 3.99E-02 6.39E-04 4.96E-03 1.35E-02 4.89E-03 4.53E-02 
 

 Cell pairs 

MCF10A-

BT20 

MCF10A-

MCF7 

MCF10A-

MDA0MB-231 

[%] 

OPT TW 0.50 -0.04 0.52 

STD 0.04 0.06 0.04 

AVG TW -0.05 -0.29 -0.11 

AVG STD 0.07 0.08 0.06 

concentration 

ND-DOX 9.88E-07 9.88E-07 9.88E-07 

ND-BLEO 1.12E-09 1.12E-09 1.12E-09 

ND-MTX 2.10E-05 2.10E-05 2.10E-05 

PAC 2.02E-10 2.02E-10 2.02E-10 

 p-value 1.51E-12 2.11E-02 9.39E-18 

 

Table S3. Optimal therapeutic window versus average therapeutic window. (n=3) 
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 Cell pairs 
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BT20 
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[%] 

OPT TW 0.50 -0.04 0.52 

STD 0.04 0.06 0.04 

AVG TW -0.05 -0.29 -0.11 

AVG STD 0.07 0.08 0.06 

concentration 
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 p-value 1.51E-12 2.11E-02 9.39E-18 
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Figure 1. Overview of the combinatorial drugs for the FSC platform. The combinatorial drug 

used by the FSC platform is consists of four various kinds of drug: Nanodiamond-doxorubicin 

(ND-DOX), nanodiamond-bleomycin (ND-BLEO), nanodiamond-mitoxantrone (ND-MTX), and 

paclitaxel (PAC).   
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Figure 2. The flow of the FSC platform. 
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Figure 3. Formation of the cellular response surfaces and therapeutic window surfaces.  

(A),(B),(D),(E),(G),(H) Six five-dimensional cellular surfaces (n=3 in each case) were 

constructed in both control cell line and cancer cell line by fixing two drug concentrations as an 

anchor point. The surface was plotted by MATLAB by varying the concentration of the two 

other drugs according to cell viability. (C),(F),(I) Three therapeutic window surfaces (n=3 in 

each case) were plotted based on the result of the cellular response surface. The differential 

evolution optimization was utilized to locate global optimal dosage on the therapeutic window 
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combinations was chosen to be 57 to enable definitive
convergence to global optimal for in vitro andpreclinical
experimental validation and ensure that it exceeds the
minimum required sample size for multiple regression
studies to achieve desired statistical power given the
anticipated effect size.71 The combinations were then
added to the cell lines by a customized liquid handling

robotic procedure in a high-throughput format, and
the viabilities of the cells were measured by resazurin
assay. The five-dimensional cellular response surfaces
were constructed with the experimental viability data
sampled by Latin hypercube (Figure 3A,B,D,E,G,H).

The response surfaces and therapeutic window
surfaces are based on sections of five-dimensional

Figure 3. Formation of the therapeutic window surface from the cellular response surfaces. (A) Response surface showing
the cellular response of the MCF10A (control) cells to varying combinations of ND!DOX, ND!BLEO, ND!MTX, and PAC. The
concentrations of ND!BLEO and PAC were fixed at optimal dosage, while the surface was plotted by varying the
concentration of ND!MTX and ND!DOX. Two dimensions (concentrations) were fixed in order to project the full five-
dimensional surface in three dimension (n = 3). (B) Response surface showing MDA-MB-231 (triple-negative breast cancer)
cellular response to the ND combinations (n = 3). (C) Therapeutic window surface between the MDA-MB-231 (cancer) and
MCF10A (control) cells when the four-drug combinations were applied (n = 3). The concentration levels were reversed to
enable a better viewing angle of the higher therapeutic window surface area. The blue pyramid denotes the experimentally
verified optimal therapeutic window, 51.50( 3.51%,with the bottom tip of the pyramid representing the experimentalmean
and the height of the pyramid representing the standard error. The dosing of the optimumND combination was ND!DOX =
9.88" 10!7 M, ND!BLEO = 1.12" 10!9 M, ND!MTX = 2.10" 10!5 M, and PAC = 2.02" 10!10 M. The FSC predicted that the
optimum therapeutic window was located at the same concentration as the pyramid and had a value of 47.01%. A t test
generated a p value of 0.35 (null hypothesis holds true), indicating that the FSC prediction was statistically significant to
predict the experimental optimum. (D) Response surface of H9C2 (n = 3). (E) Response surface of MDA-MB-231 (n = 3).
(F) Therapeuticwindow surfacebetweenH9C2 (control) andMDA-MB-231 (cancer) (n=3). The experimental optimal therapeutic
windowwas21.46(4.00%and located atND!DOX=4.88" 10!8M,ND!BLEO=2.00" 10!6M,ND!MTX=2.34" 10!9M, and
PAC=2.00" 10!5M; predictedoptimal is 20.71% (p=0.78). (G) Response surfaceof IMR-90 (n=3). (H) Response surfaceofMDA-
MB-231 (n = 3). (I) Therapeutic window surface between IMR-90 (control) and MDA-MB-231 (cancer) (n = 3). The experimental
optimal therapeutic window was 15.80 ( 6.19% and located at ND!DOX = 1.08 " 10!8 M, ND!BLEO = 4.47 " 10!7 M, ND!
MTX = 8.93 " 10!8 M, and PAC = 2.94 " 10!5 M; predicted optimal is 9.53% (p value = 0.48).
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surface (deep red).  

*therapeutic window = viability of control cell line - viability of cancer cell line.    
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Figure 4. Pearson correlation plots for verification of experimental results with the FSC 

model predictions. Pearson correlation plots of the FSC-predicted viabilities versus 

experimental data of three control cell lines and three cancer cell lines in the verifications (A) 

MCF10A, r=0.9 (B) H9C2, r=0.93 (C) IMR-90, r=0.93 (D) MDA-MB-231, r=0.93 (E) MCF7, 

r=0.82 and (F) BT20, r=0.92 (n=3).  
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surfaces (Figure 3A!I), from which two drugs are fixed
as an anchor point and the surface is plotted by varying
the concentration of the two other drugs. The differ-
ential evolution optimization protocol61 was applied
onto the five-dimensional surface of the therapeutic
window to locate the global optimal dosage of the cell
pair composed of one cancer cell and one healthy cell.
We subsequently experimentally verified the efficacy
of the identified optimum. The quality of the response
surfaces was ensured by including randomized com-
bination samples in the verification experiments. To
compare the FSC.II therapeutic window prediction
with experimental verification, a t test with the hypoth-
esis that the experimental window was derived from
normal distribution with the mean as the predic-
tion and unknown variance was conducted. Therefore,
the null hypothesis will pass if the prediction and
experimental values match. The blue pyramid denotes
the experimentally verified optimal therapeutic win-
dow for MCF10A and MDA-MB-231 (Figure 3C), which
was shown to be 51.50( 3.51%, with the bottom tip of
the pyramid representing the experimental mean and
the height of the pyramid representing the standard
deviation. The specific drug doses that comprised
the optimum ND combination were ND!DOX =
9.88 " 10!7 M, ND!BLEO = 1.12 " 10!9 M, ND!
MTX = 2.10 " 10!5 M, and PAC = 2.02 " 10!10 M.
Of note, the FSC-prescribed optimum therapeutic win-
dow was located at the same concentration as the

experimentally verified dose represented by the pyr-
amid and had a value of 47.01%. The cases of H9C2
versus MDA-MB-231 and IMR-90 versus MDA-MB-231
are shown in Figure 3F,I, respectively. The experimental
optimal therapeutic window was shown to be close to
the FSC prediction with high p values (0.78 and 0.47,
respectively). The FSC predictions were compared with
verification results, and a Pearson correlation was
determined to assess the accuracy (Figure 4). Impor-
tantly, in each experimental condition, it was clear that
FSC.II can effectively and accurately predict the result
and converge on an experimentally verified optimum.

Feedback System Control-Optimized Nanodiamond Combina-
tions Outperform Single Drugs. In order to confirm that the
FSC-optimized drug combinations outperform single
drug administration, the performance, whichwasmea-
sured by a therapeutic window, of single drugs and the
ND combination drug was experimentally determined
on a panel of six cell lines, including cancer cell lines,
MDA-MB-231, MCF7, and BT20, and three control cells,
MCF10A, H9C2, and IMR-90 (Figure 5 and Figure S2).
Each individually administered drug, both unmodified
and ND-modified, was serially diluted and applied
to the panel of six cell lines; the optimal dosages, which
generated the highest therapeutic window in each
cancer and control pair, were determined by the
optimal experimental result. The optimal ND combina-
tion for each cancer and control pair was prescribed by
FSC and experimentally verified. Given that the dosing

Figure 4. Pearson correlation plot for verification experiment versusmodel prediction. Pearson correlation plots of the FSC-
predicted viabilities of (A) MCF10A, (B) H9C2, (C) IMR-90, (D) MDA-MB-231, (E) MCF7, and (F) BT20 versus experimental values
(n = 3) of these three control cells and three cancer cells in the verifications, showing high correlation of R = 0.90, 0.93, 0.93,
0.93, 0.82, and 0.92, respectively, between predicted values and experimental values (n = 3).
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Figure 5. The FSC-based ND-drug combination performance v.s the single ND-drug and 

unmodified drug administration in MCF10A and MDA-MB-231 cell lines. Red bar 

represents the viability of the control cell line, MCF10A, while the light green bar graph 

demonstrates the viability of the cancer cell line, MDA-MB-231. The blue bar indicates the 

therapeutic window, MCF10A−MDA-MB-231. Each drug or drug combination in the 

experiment was an optimal dosage (n = 3). The standard error is represented by length of the 

vertical blue line on the top of the bar. The optimal drug concentration for each scenario is shown 

at the bottom.  
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of all possible drug combinations encompassed that of
the single drug, the therapeutic window of the global
optimal combination was expected to outperform all
single drugs.

In comparing the FSC-optimized ND combination
with optimal single drug administration, it was ob-
served that the ND combination outperforms all of the
single drugs as measured by the therapeutic window
of MCF10A and MDA-MB-231 (Figure 5). The optimal
ND combination-mediated therapeutic window was
51.50 ( 3.51%, and the best single-drug-mediated
therapeutic window was 30.22 ( 10.62% via ND!
BLEO. Therefore, the optimal ND combination out-
performed the best single drug by 21.28%. Interest-
ingly, the main effector compounds in the optimal ND
combination were ND!DOX and ND!MTX, but not
ND!BLEO, which was the best performing single drug.
In addition, it could clearly be seen that the rational
design of a ND-modified drug combination resulted in
markedly different drug concentrations from the single
drugs (table in Figure 5).

FSC-Optimized Nanodiamond Combinations Outperform Optimal
Unmodified Combination Drugs. In addition to comparing
ND-modified drug performance against single-drug-
mediated therapeutic windows, a comparative study
between FSC-optimized ND!drug combinations and
unmodified drug combinations was performed. The
optimal ND-modified and unmodified combinations of
DOX, BLEO, MTX, and PAC were determined via FSC.II on
a panel of four cell types, including one cancer cell line,
MDA-MB-231, and three control cells, MCF10A, H9C2,
and IMR-90 (Figure 6). To evaluate whether optimal ND
combination outperforms that of unmodified, we tested
the null hypothesis that the difference of two therapeutic
windows came from normal distribution with zeromean

and unknown variance, using the paired-sample t test. In
the case ofMCF10A versusMDA-MB-231, the therapeutic
window of the optimal ND combination and unmodified
combination was 51.50 ( 3.51 and 31.10 ( 2.50%,
respectively. Therefore, the optimal ND combination
therapeutic window outperformed the optimal unmodi-
fied combinations by 20.40% (p = 0.0146, Figure 6A). In
the case of H9C2 versus MDA-MB-231, the therapeutic
window of the optimal ND combination and unmodi-
fied combination was 21.46 ( 4.00 and 4.94 ( 5.06%,
respectively. Therefore, the optimal ND combination
outperformed the optimal unmodified combination by
16.52% (p = 0.0012, Figure 6B). In the case of IMR-90
versus MDA-MB-231, the therapeutic window of the
optimal ND combination and unmodified combination
was 15.80 ( 6.19 and 2.20 ( 3.66%, respectively. In this
scenario, the optimal ND combination outperformed the
optimal unmodified combination by 13.6% (p = 0.0301,
Figure 6C). Figure 6A!C indicated that the FSC-
prescribed ND!drug combinations comprisedmarkedly
different drug doses toward the mediating of rationally
improved therapeutic windows. Importantly, these val-
ues demonstrate that FSC can converge on specific
drug ratios that mediate these optimal responses. ND-
modified drugs can overcome issues such as drug
resistance or improve intratumoral retention, among
other benefits which likely serve as foundations for the
improved efficacy of ND-modified drug combinations
over unmodified combinations.

FSC-Optimized Nanodiamond Combinations Outperform Ran-
domly Sampled ND!Drug Combinations. Additive or dose
escalation-designed drug combinations are current clin-
ical standards that are virtually precluded from mediat-
ing optimal therapeutic efficacy and safety.19!24 Given
the sheer magnitude of the entire therapeutic search, it

Figure 5. Nanodiamond combination performance versus nanodiamond single drug administration. Bar graph showing the
therapeutic window between the viabilities of the cancer cell, MDA-MB-231, and control cell, MCF10A, from the optimum
dosing of each drug or drug combination in the experiment (n = 3). The length of the vertical blue line shows the standard
error of each condition. The concentration of optimal dosing is provided in the table at the bottom.
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Figure 6. The therapeutic window of the FSC-optimized ND-drug combinations versus the 

optimal single drug administration in the rest cell lines. Bar graph showing the therapeutic 

window between the viabilities of the cancer cells, MDA-MB-231, MCF7, BT20 and control 

cells, MCF10A, H9C2, and IMR-90 from the optimal concentration of each drug or ND-drug 

 

Figure S2. Therapeutic window of ND combinations versus single drugs. Bar graph 

showing the therapeutic window between the viabilities of the cancer cells, MDA-MB-231, MCF7, 

and BT20 and control cells, MCF10A, H9C2, and IMR-90 from the optimum dosing of each drug 

or ND-drug combination in the experiment (n=3). The length of the vertical blue line shows the 

standard error of each condition. 
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combination in the experiment (n=3). The length of the vertical blue line indicates the standard 

error of each condition.  
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is unlikely that a randomized sampling method can
accurately locate the global optimum. We compared
the performance (therapeutic window) of randomly
sampled ND!drug combinations with that of an FSC-
optimized ND combination and showed that random-
ized combinations usually lead to suboptimal results.

Specifically, we took the average experimental thera-
peutic window of the 57 randomized combinations
obtained via Latin hypercube sampling and compared
this value with the experimental optimal combination
found out by FSC (Figure 7). In the case of H9C2 versus

MCF7, the optimal dosage outperformed the average
significantly by 42.66% (p = 6.39 " 10!04, Table S3). In
the most extreme case, MCF10A versus MDA-MB-231,
the optimal ND combination outperformed the average
combination by 62.43% (p = 9.39 " 10!18, Table S3).
Furthermore, among the 57 random combinations
sampled, we found that only 22.8% of the samples
mediated a positive therapeutic window. It should also
be noted that the application of random sampling
methods suchGaussian distribution or uniformdistribu-
tion over an FSC-prescribed 57 combination search
would have resulted in an even lower percentage
of samples exhibiting a positive therapeutic window.
Provided that a random sampling method samples
the space uniformly, the likelihood of consistently find-
ing a combination with a positive therapeutic window
is highly challenging and therefore requires that a
systematic and rational platform, such as FSC technique,
be utilized to enable convergence toward a global
optimum.

Reconciling Phenotypic Information To Optimize Nano-
diamond!Drug Combinations. In this study, DOX, MTX,
and BLEO were selected because they bind potently
and rapidly to the NDs. In addition, the ND!drug inter-
action has been shown to markedly reduce toxicity
while the drug is being carried.41,43,45,72 Specifically, we
have previously shown that the ND!drug agents
markedly improved drug tolerance when carried, such
that treatment toxicity was reduced or eliminated via
ND binding. Therefore, the ND served as a scalable
delivery agent for rapid nanomodified drug synthesis
that simultaneously improved drug safety and toler-
ance. Unmodified PAC was utilized to demonstrate
the modular nature of FSC and its ability to deliver a
combination of both nanomodified and unmodified
therapeutic agents. While the nanodiamond-modified

Figure 6. Nanodiamond combination performance versus
unmodified combinations. (A) Therapeutic window of the
optimal ND combination versus optimal unmodified combi-
nation for MCF10A (control) and MDA-MB-231 (cancer cell)
(p = 0.0146, n = 3); the average performance of unmodified
and ND combination is also listed. Notice that the optimal
composition of drug concentration is different for ND and
unmodified combinations. (B) Therapeutic window of the
optimal ND combination versus optimal unmodified combi-
nation in the case of H9C2 (control) and MDA-MB-231
(cancer cell) (p = 0.0012, n = 3). (C) Therapeutic window of
the optimal ND combination versus optimal unmodified
combination in the case of IMR-90 (control) and MDA-MB-
231 (cancer cell) (p = 0.0301, n = 3).

Figure 7. Nanodiamond optimum combination perfor-
mance versus nanodiamond randomized combinations.
The therapeutic windows of a panel of cancer and control
pairs are shown. Cancer cell lines include MDA-MB-231,
MCF7, and BT20 and control cells include MCF10A, H9C2,
and IMR-90, forming a total of six possible cancer control
pairs (n = 3).
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is unlikely that a randomized sampling method can
accurately locate the global optimum. We compared
the performance (therapeutic window) of randomly
sampled ND!drug combinations with that of an FSC-
optimized ND combination and showed that random-
ized combinations usually lead to suboptimal results.

Specifically, we took the average experimental thera-
peutic window of the 57 randomized combinations
obtained via Latin hypercube sampling and compared
this value with the experimental optimal combination
found out by FSC (Figure 7). In the case of H9C2 versus

MCF7, the optimal dosage outperformed the average
significantly by 42.66% (p = 6.39 " 10!04, Table S3). In
the most extreme case, MCF10A versus MDA-MB-231,
the optimal ND combination outperformed the average
combination by 62.43% (p = 9.39 " 10!18, Table S3).
Furthermore, among the 57 random combinations
sampled, we found that only 22.8% of the samples
mediated a positive therapeutic window. It should also
be noted that the application of random sampling
methods suchGaussian distribution or uniformdistribu-
tion over an FSC-prescribed 57 combination search
would have resulted in an even lower percentage
of samples exhibiting a positive therapeutic window.
Provided that a random sampling method samples
the space uniformly, the likelihood of consistently find-
ing a combination with a positive therapeutic window
is highly challenging and therefore requires that a
systematic and rational platform, such as FSC technique,
be utilized to enable convergence toward a global
optimum.

Reconciling Phenotypic Information To Optimize Nano-
diamond!Drug Combinations. In this study, DOX, MTX,
and BLEO were selected because they bind potently
and rapidly to the NDs. In addition, the ND!drug inter-
action has been shown to markedly reduce toxicity
while the drug is being carried.41,43,45,72 Specifically, we
have previously shown that the ND!drug agents
markedly improved drug tolerance when carried, such
that treatment toxicity was reduced or eliminated via
ND binding. Therefore, the ND served as a scalable
delivery agent for rapid nanomodified drug synthesis
that simultaneously improved drug safety and toler-
ance. Unmodified PAC was utilized to demonstrate
the modular nature of FSC and its ability to deliver a
combination of both nanomodified and unmodified
therapeutic agents. While the nanodiamond-modified

Figure 6. Nanodiamond combination performance versus
unmodified combinations. (A) Therapeutic window of the
optimal ND combination versus optimal unmodified combi-
nation for MCF10A (control) and MDA-MB-231 (cancer cell)
(p = 0.0146, n = 3); the average performance of unmodified
and ND combination is also listed. Notice that the optimal
composition of drug concentration is different for ND and
unmodified combinations. (B) Therapeutic window of the
optimal ND combination versus optimal unmodified combi-
nation in the case of H9C2 (control) and MDA-MB-231
(cancer cell) (p = 0.0012, n = 3). (C) Therapeutic window of
the optimal ND combination versus optimal unmodified
combination in the case of IMR-90 (control) and MDA-MB-
231 (cancer cell) (p = 0.0301, n = 3).

Figure 7. Nanodiamond optimum combination perfor-
mance versus nanodiamond randomized combinations.
The therapeutic windows of a panel of cancer and control
pairs are shown. Cancer cell lines include MDA-MB-231,
MCF7, and BT20 and control cells include MCF10A, H9C2,
and IMR-90, forming a total of six possible cancer control
pairs (n = 3).
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Figure 7. Comparison of the therapeutic window between the FCS-optimized ND-drug 

combinations and the unmodified drug combinations. The therapeutic windows were 

conducted in the ND-combination and the unmodified combination in three pairs of 

control-cancer cells: MCF10A v.s MDA-MB-231, H9C2 v.s MDA-MB-231, and IMR-90 v.s 

MDA-MB-231 (n=3). The optimal drug concentrations are shown in the table at the bottom of 

the graph. 
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is unlikely that a randomized sampling method can
accurately locate the global optimum. We compared
the performance (therapeutic window) of randomly
sampled ND!drug combinations with that of an FSC-
optimized ND combination and showed that random-
ized combinations usually lead to suboptimal results.

Specifically, we took the average experimental thera-
peutic window of the 57 randomized combinations
obtained via Latin hypercube sampling and compared
this value with the experimental optimal combination
found out by FSC (Figure 7). In the case of H9C2 versus

MCF7, the optimal dosage outperformed the average
significantly by 42.66% (p = 6.39 " 10!04, Table S3). In
the most extreme case, MCF10A versus MDA-MB-231,
the optimal ND combination outperformed the average
combination by 62.43% (p = 9.39 " 10!18, Table S3).
Furthermore, among the 57 random combinations
sampled, we found that only 22.8% of the samples
mediated a positive therapeutic window. It should also
be noted that the application of random sampling
methods suchGaussian distribution or uniformdistribu-
tion over an FSC-prescribed 57 combination search
would have resulted in an even lower percentage
of samples exhibiting a positive therapeutic window.
Provided that a random sampling method samples
the space uniformly, the likelihood of consistently find-
ing a combination with a positive therapeutic window
is highly challenging and therefore requires that a
systematic and rational platform, such as FSC technique,
be utilized to enable convergence toward a global
optimum.

Reconciling Phenotypic Information To Optimize Nano-
diamond!Drug Combinations. In this study, DOX, MTX,
and BLEO were selected because they bind potently
and rapidly to the NDs. In addition, the ND!drug inter-
action has been shown to markedly reduce toxicity
while the drug is being carried.41,43,45,72 Specifically, we
have previously shown that the ND!drug agents
markedly improved drug tolerance when carried, such
that treatment toxicity was reduced or eliminated via
ND binding. Therefore, the ND served as a scalable
delivery agent for rapid nanomodified drug synthesis
that simultaneously improved drug safety and toler-
ance. Unmodified PAC was utilized to demonstrate
the modular nature of FSC and its ability to deliver a
combination of both nanomodified and unmodified
therapeutic agents. While the nanodiamond-modified

Figure 6. Nanodiamond combination performance versus
unmodified combinations. (A) Therapeutic window of the
optimal ND combination versus optimal unmodified combi-
nation for MCF10A (control) and MDA-MB-231 (cancer cell)
(p = 0.0146, n = 3); the average performance of unmodified
and ND combination is also listed. Notice that the optimal
composition of drug concentration is different for ND and
unmodified combinations. (B) Therapeutic window of the
optimal ND combination versus optimal unmodified combi-
nation in the case of H9C2 (control) and MDA-MB-231
(cancer cell) (p = 0.0012, n = 3). (C) Therapeutic window of
the optimal ND combination versus optimal unmodified
combination in the case of IMR-90 (control) and MDA-MB-
231 (cancer cell) (p = 0.0301, n = 3).

Figure 7. Nanodiamond optimum combination perfor-
mance versus nanodiamond randomized combinations.
The therapeutic windows of a panel of cancer and control
pairs are shown. Cancer cell lines include MDA-MB-231,
MCF7, and BT20 and control cells include MCF10A, H9C2,
and IMR-90, forming a total of six possible cancer control
pairs (n = 3).
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Figure 8. The therapeutic window of FSC-optimized ND-drug combination versus 

randomized ND-drug combinations. The therapeutic windows between each control cell line 

and each cancer cell line are shown. Cancer cell lines include MDA-MB-231, MCF7, and BT20 

and control cell lines include MCF10A, H9C2, and IMR-90, forming a total of nine possible 

cancer-control cell line pairs (n = 3).  
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Figure 9. Synthesis and characterization of ND-drugs. (A) FTIR spectra of (a) NDs, (b) 

doxorubicin (DOX), (c) mitoxantrone (MTX), (d) bleomycin (BLEO), (e) ND-DOX, (f) 

ND-MTX, and (g) ND-BLEO. (B) Sizes of the ND and ND-drugs analysis by dynamic light 

scattering. The picture indicated the diameters (n=5) of NDs and ND-drugs and their ζ-potentials 

(n=3). (C) Drug concentrations of DOX, MTX, and BLEO in each 1 mL of ND-drug solution  

(n = 3).  
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ND!MTX, and ND!BLEO were increased to 120.0 (
0.93, 109.2 ( 0.58, and 105.1 ( 0.53 nm, respectively,
confirmingND!drug interaction. Additionally, ζ-potential
measurements were performed (Figure 2B). While
the ζ-potential of NDs was observed to be 55.8 (
0.37 mV, the ζ-potentials of ND!drug complexes were
slightly reduced to 45.3 ( 0.51 (ND!DOX), 47.8 ( 0.66
(ND!MTX), and 52.0 ( 0.35 mV (ND!BLEO). Conclu-
sively, both ND and ND!drugs show a narrow size dis-
tribution and similar ζ-potentials in each sample, which
indicates good homogeneity of particles in media. These
are important properties in a scalable and translationally
relevant drug delivery system.

To determine the amount of drugs conjugated,
UV spectroscopy was studied as described in Materials
andMethods (Figure 2C). Wemeasured the absorbance
of the supernatants at 550 nm for DOX, 590 nm for MTX,
and 290 nm for BLEO and calculated the concentrations
of drugs bound to the NDs via a standard curve derived
by specific serial concentrations of drugs (Supporting
Information Figure S1). The loading efficiencies of
ND!DOX, ND!MTX, and ND!BLEO were 876 ( 2.8,
987 ( 1.0, and 329 ( 1.0 μg, respectively.

Feedback System Control Optimization of Nanodiamond
Combinations. The drug combination utilized for this
study was based on a panel of four drugs, including
three that were ND-modified: ND!DOX, ND!BLEO,
and ND!MTX, as well as one unmodified drug, PAC.
The dose!response curves of the panel of drugs were
constructed by conducting a nine-stage 2.5-fold serial
dilution on a panel of six cell lines, including three
cancer cell lines of varying levels of drug resistance,
MDA-MB-231, BT20, and MCF7, and three control cells,
MCF10A, H9C2, and IMR-90. The dose!response
curves were applied to determine the concentration
domain of each drug in each cell, which resided
between the maximum applicable concentration and
the no response concentration (cell death <5%). For
each drug, the final concentration domain was deter-
mined so that it covered the concentration domain of
all cell lines. The concentration of each drug was
discretized for FSC.II into seven dilution stages in log
scale to cover the specified range (Table S1). Latin
hypercube sampling generated 57 drug combinations
that consisted of different four-drug concentrations
from the panel of drugs (Table S2).60 The number of

Figure 2. Nanodiamond!drug synthesis and characterization. (A) FTIR spectra of (a) nanodiamond (ND), (b) doxorubicin
(DOX), (c) mitoxantrone (MTX), (d) bleomycin (BLEO), (e) ND!DOX, (f) ND!MTX, and (g) ND!BLEO. (B) Dynamic light
scattering analysis for the ND and ND!drugs. The graph shows that the diameters of ND, ND!DOX, ND!MTX, andND!BLEO
are 46.6 ( 0.17, 120.0 ( 0.93, 109.2 ( 0.58, and 105.1 ( 0.53 nm (n = 5), and ζ-potentials of ND, ND!DOX, ND!MTX, and
ND!BLEO are 55.8( 0.37, 45.3( 0.51, 47.8( 0.66, and 52.0( 0.35 mV (n = 3), respectively. (C) Drug concentrations on the
NDs in 1 mL of ND!drug solution. Drug concentrations of DOX, MTX, and BLEO in each 1 mL of ND!drug solution are 876(
2.8, 987 ( 1.0, and 329 ( 1.0 μg, respectively (n = 3).
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